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BLACKBIRD



In a luxurious but isolated beach house, Lily (Susan 
Sarandon) struggles to get out of bed while telling 
husband Paul (Sam Neill) not to help. Her family 
slowly arrives for the holidays: anxious daughter 
(Kate Winslet) and fact-spouting husband (Rainn 
Wilson) along with their teenage son (Anson Boon), 
prickly daughter (Mia Wasikowska) and her on-off 
girlfriend (Bex Taylor-Klaus), and an old family friend 
(Lindsay Duncan). The group banter and bicker, but 
the atmosphere is strained. Eventually it becomes 
clear: Lily has a terminal illness, and after this 
weekend she’s going to kill herself. In the hands of 
director Roger Michell (Notting Hill), this remake 
of the 2014 Dutch film Silent Heart should be an 
actor’s showcase, but aside from a few twists, the 
one-note characters provide little for the cast to 
chew on. A stressed-out Winslet is fun, and a stoic 
Neill is always soothing, but for every authentic 
moment there’s one that’s forced. Even Sarandon’s 
charm can’t lift this above a basic, efficient tear-
jerker; nice house though. ANTHONY MORRIS

ou can count on death, taxes, and the Alliance Française French Film 
Festival, which returns this March to present its 32nd annual survey 
of Francophone cinema nationally. Of the 37 titles on offer, I’m 

particularly jazzed for Mandibles – Quentin Dupieux’s dopey drama about 
two friends who devise a get-rich-quick scheme inspired by a giant fly – and 
Breathless (1960), the festival’s star restoration. Jean-Luc Godard’s debut 
feature really did change cinema forever. Following two lovers on the run, 
it stars Jean-Paul Belmondo at his most magnetic, and the inimitable Jean 
Seberg sporting her blonde pixie cut, selling newspapers, stealing hearts. 

She was given the biopic treatment in 2019’s Seberg, Australian director 
Benedict Andrews’ look at her life in the late 60s – namely, her support of the 
American Civil Rights Movement and subsequent surveillance by the FBI. 
Its look at the tragic effects of FBI harassment is echoed in MLK/FBI, Sam 
Pollard’s new documentary about the surveillance of Martin Luther King Jr. 

Making its Australian premiere as part of Non-Fiction – a program of 
contemporary docos on until 11 March at Melbourne’s ACMI – the film makes 
rich use of newly declassified documents to better understand attempts to 
undermine the movement, and its leader, right up until his assassination in 
1968. It makes it horrifyingly clear that the FBI was driven by the same fears 
and prejudice that devastate America today. ABB

THE TRUFFLE HUNTERS



This might appear to be a film about rare and expensive 
fungi, but Italian truffle hunters and their canine 
companions prove to be the real subjects of this tender 
documentary. Without narration or any direct-to-camera 
interviews, American directors Michael Dweck and Gregory 
Kershaw expose the arduous conditions endured to collect the culinary delicacy in the northern 
Italian region of Piedmont, where the prized Alba white truffle grows – before it’s excessively 
marked up when re-sold. Truffle hunting, as explained by the aging men, is demanding work. It’s 
dangerous for their dogs too, who risk eating poisonous bait traps. The mutual love story between 
man and dog forms the emotional core, while the filmmakers investigate the predicament facing 
the hunters, who operate in a shifting industry. With symmetrical framing and muted pastels that 
evoke a whimsical Wes Anderson aesthetic, and hysterical sequences of scavenging through the 
forest from the dogs’ point-of-view, The Truffle Hunters delights and charms. JAMES MADDEN

ABOUT ENDLESSNESS



A Roy Andersson film is like a collection of bespoke 
miniatures – each one a cluster of exquisitely crafted 
dramatic vignettes, in moods that range from tragicomic 
to just plain tragic. Like his acclaimed “Living trilogy” 
(2000-2014), About Endlessness assembles brief 

everyday scenes from his native Sweden, whose mundane content belies their casual profundity. 
Here we see a man tying his daughter’s shoelaces, a dentist having a bad day, a priest who has 
lost his faith. Sometimes an omniscient narrator clues us in to the subject, but these captions act 
more as a sort of punchline, at once clarifying the events before us and failing to totally capture 
their richness. Drawing on his experience as a director of advertisements, Andersson constructs 
his vignettes in a controlled studio setting, with exacting attention to the geometry of his frames. 
It’s an artificial style in pursuit of a deeper existential truth. What is “endless” here are the foibles 
of the human condition. JAMES DOUGLAS
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